A Division of Paramount Supply

Our goal is to find products that reduce your water usage; are eco-friendly; increase the life
cycle of your plumbing, pumps and machinery; and lower maintenance and repair costs.
CASCADIAN® Solutions™ are an easy, effective way to get water treatment in your home
or workplace without SALT! Available in two different categories - Fully Automatic or Cartridge
Based. Integrated Cartridge Solutions (ICS) are designed for flow rates 5-15 gallons per
minute (gpm). Choose from a variety of filter kits to fix problems for taste, smell, hardness,
rust, sediment, low pH and Silica. Easy to install. Even easier to maintain. Cartridges are
compatible with NUVA systems.
Scale-Pro systems offer electronic impulse technology to provide a long term, hassle-free,
cost effective solution to scaling issues. De-scale water pipes and systems used in homes,
swimming pools, steamers & boilers, sprinkler systems, and more. Energy costs and water
usage are reduced because motors and pumps work more efficiently to move water through
the pipelines and system. Salt and chemical-free process.
ELYSATOR filtration systems are used in larger facilities, such as cooling towers, water treatment plants, ships, schools, hospitals, hotels, and agriculture. Elysators use a process called
electrocoagulation to get the job done. The Elysator team excels at fixing locations where
hard water, sludge, heavy metals and other contaminants make it especially difficult to clean
up bad water.
Vulcan systems use electrical impulses to alter the physical properties of calcium, magnesium and other hard metals found naturally in your water supply. The electrolysis effect
prevents scale deposits that accumulate inside your pipes, clog your shower-heads and
faucets, and leave white spots everywhere. All this with no chemicals or salt!
Multipure offers superior performance, lifetime warranties and money-back guarantees for
their line of products. Industry-leading solid carbon block filters provide a way to reduce
contaminants that affect the taste, appearance, and quality of your drinking water. Designed
for dedicated faucet systems. Choose between countertop or below sink models. Different
sizes available with or without monitoring.
The leading national brand in residential filtration systems. As seen on the web, magazines,
television ads, and large store outlets. Paramount carries the entire line of Aqua-Pure Water
systems and components: dedicated faucet units, reverse osmosis units, in-line filters for
refrigeration, full flow systems for entire household, and large capacity systems.
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